Diagnostics of present day reactor class fusion experiments, like the Joint European Torus (JET), generate thousands of signals (time series and video images) in each discharge. There is a direct correspondence between the physical phenomena taking place in the plasma and the set of structural shapes (patterns) that they form in the signals: bumps, unexpected amplitude changes, abrupt peaks, periodic components, high intensity zones or specific edge contours. A major difficulty related to data analysis is the identification, in a rapid and automated way, of a set of discharges with comparable behavior, i.e. discharges with "similar" patterns. Pattern recognition techniques are efficient tools to search for similar structural forms within the database in a fast an intelligent way. To this end, classification systems must be developed to be used as indexation methods to directly fetch the more similar patterns.
INTRODUCTION
So far, data retrieval in fusion databases has been based on a classical model of shot number for input and signal samples for output. However, high level tools to look for data according to scientific and technical criteria are a main challenge for present (JET) and future fusion devices (W7X and ITER). A new paradigm for data access has been proposed not based on shot number but on pattern recognition [1] . The basis for this rests on the fact that diagnostics translate physical properties into patterns with a direct correspondence between the physical behavior of the plasma and the structural shapes that are generated in the signals. The new paradigm means to evolve the input/output data retrieval mechanisms towards a new archetype in which the input is a pattern and the outputs are the shot numbers and the locations (temporal and/or spatial) where the pattern appears.
Pattern recognition is the scientific discipline whose aim is the classification of objects into a number of categories or classes. Key elements to implement pattern recognition systems are the signal representations (feature vectors contain the object attributes of distinctive nature), the classification systems (grouping similar objects into clusters) and the similarity measures (to compare how similar two objects are).
The crucial element to achieve efficiency when searching for similar signals is the classification method. It allows the reduction of the searching space just to the most probable signals of containing a similar pattern. Each cluster represents a reduced searching space in which the objects more likely to be similar can be found. Feature extraction processes, classification systems and similarity measures are developed for general purpose data retrieval methods. Given a target signal, the searching process of similar waveforms begins with the classification of the initial signal into one of the clusters of the classification system.
STRUCTURAL PATTERN RECOGNITION IN FUSION
Then, the similarity measure is only computed between the signals in the cluster. In this way, the waveforms can be ordered according to the similarity value.
ENTIRE SIGNAL SEARCH

TEMPORAL EVOLUTION SIGNALS
Due to the fact that temporal evolution signals are the dominant waveform type in fusion, attention was focused on this kind of signals.
• Feature extraction -Haar wavelet transform: A fully description of the ESS approach to the TJ-II stellarator database can be found in [2] . Applications to the JET database were shown in [3] .
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IMAGES
• Feature extraction -Thresholding + 2D Haar wavelet transform + primitive computation
• Thresholding: intensity high-pass filter Properties of the multi-tier scheme are described in [2] . 
